We would like to begin by acknowledging that the land on which we gather is the traditional territory of the Haudenosaunee, and most recently, the territory of the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation. The territory was the subject of the Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement between the Iroquois Confederacy and the Ojibwe and allied nations peaceably to share and care for the resources around the Great Lakes. This territory is also covered by the Upper Canada Treaties.

I bring greetings from the Elders of the University College of the North in Northern Manitoba, whose two campuses and twelve regional centres are built on “the traditional territory of the Mushkegowuk Inninowuk or Swampy Cree, Dene, Saulteaux, Oji-Cree, Anishinabe and Metis.” I would also like briefly to alert you to the use of certain terms that are no longer used to describe First Nations and Indigenous peoples, but which were commonly used in the nineteenth century. When dealing with historical persons from the past, largely through oral narratives or written documents that have been left behind, it is sometimes necessary to remind ourselves that these people were complex, dynamic, and fallible humans responding to a plethora of competing desires, cultural guidelines, and challenging contexts. Henry Budd was no different.

Devon Mission is located at the present town of The Pas/Opaskwayak Cree Nation (OCN), Manitoba – approximately 615 kilometers north
west of Winnipeg. For thousands of years, the high ground at The Pas/OCN was a traditional campsite where Aboriginal people “gathered at the conclusion of the fishing and hunting season, while waiting for the trapping season to open with the advent of winter.”

One-hundred-and-forty-five years ago, the mission sat atop Mission Island near the southern bank of the Saskatchewan River, part of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s aquatic ‘401 Highway’ between Cumberland House, the HBC’s first inland trading post, and its Hudson Bay base at York Factory.

On 20 May 1872, Rev. Henry Budd, Sr., one of North America’s first ordained Indigenous priests, asked “William Harris & his old Woman, to overhaul my travelling canoe & pitch it well for my spring travelling.” In the days that followed, Budd arranged the pivotal spring potato planting (approximately twenty kegs) – essential for fending off winter starvation – before journeying downriver on a four-day visit to the Moose Lake post where he held morning and evening prayer services, conducted afternoon services, administered communion, and managed to return to Devon Mission in a mere day-and-a-half, battling the spring run-off swollen currents. Three days later, Budd and his hearty team of paddlers again braved flood conditions in his freshly pitched “birch rind” canoe, powering their way 100 km west to Cumberland House. They returned five days later after conducting numerous services and twelve baptisms among a recent group of converts.

In his daily journal for the Anglican Church Missionary Society, Budd wrote concerning these converts, “we had a regular harvest of enquirers, and all through the instrumentality of the Cumberland House Indians; there is no thanks to me, or any man else, for this fresh source of joy, of seeing so many of these notted conjurers held so long in Satan’s chains, wishing now to leave his Service, and give themselves up to the Lord.” Budd returned to the Devon Mission just in time to deliver Sunday services on 2 June, organize the annual peeling and placing of the picquets to keep livestock from lunching on this year’s crops, provide final services and counsel for the “some 60 men” who were about to join the Hudson’s Bay Company York boat brigades and “travel nearly three months without perhaps hearing a Sermon,” and prepare for an anticipated hay famine in the coming winter due to flooded fields. Budd had to ensure the survival of “more than 30 head of Cattle and horses.”

This one-month glimpse clearly illustrates the ups and downs of Henry Budd’s legacy. From a European perspective, Henry Budd was a master orator, fluent in both Cree and English, a keen prodigy of Rev.
John West, the first HBC chaplain, who took him and several other Indigenous boys to the Red River Settlement to start a school in 1820. At Norway House, West met a young boy named Sakachuwescam, Cree for “Going up the Hill.” The boy was born around 1812. His father had died when he was a small child and his mother, “a half-caste woman,” raised him. On 21 July 1822, West baptized and re-named the boy “Henry Budd” after a vicar West had worked with in England. After stints as a HBC clerk, farmer, and school master, Budd developed into a smooth translator, passionate pastor, and extraordinary administrator of the Church Missionary Society’s first inland Mission beyond the Red River Settlement.

Following thirty-five years of ministry in the region, Budd amazed his European supervisors. Archdeacon James Alexander Mackay offered the following assessment:

He possessed also some qualities that were remarkable in a native, and that were of great value in the management of the temporalities of a mission. He was methodical and thrifty. Under the system of the Church Missionary Society in those days, a native missionary had only half the stipend of a European missionary and yet, with this financial disadvantage, a mission station, under Mr. Budd’s charge, was a model of neatness, and no European missionary kept things in better order.

Though modern readers may cringe at this description, Mackay, writing in 1920, would have considered this high praise for the founder of what would become “the first permanent Anglican parish north of the Red River to be established under the supervision of a native pastor.” Throughout the nineteenth century and into the early-twentieth century, Budd’s reputation blossomed.

However, for people living in the shadows of the Residential School scandals and the Sixties Scoop, Budd’s legacy is nowhere near so praiseworthy. Writing about her great-great-great grandfather – and Budd’s fellow Cree catechist – Charles Pratt (1816-88), historian Winona Wheeler critiques much of the content of Pratt’s CMS journals, which reflect “aggressive evangelical proselytism and self-righteous arrogance.” Budd’s aforementioned description of recent Cumberland House converts as “notted conjurers held so long in Satan’s chains” reflects the exclusivism of European colonizers in general and Victorian evangelicals in particular. These zealous Christian missionaries thoroughly denounced
Indigenous spirituality and ceremony as foolish superstition at best and satanic witchcraft at worst. The participation of Indigenous converts in Christian institutions, in fact, problematizes their legacy as accessories to European colonialism.

Is Henry Budd, Sr., Indigenous catechist and later priest, in need of rescuing from the “parishing” colonial mechanisms in which he has been implicated? Or does he represent a brave, even heroic innovator who – in Wheeler’s words for Charles Pratt – “used his position in the CMS to help his people adjust to dramatically changing conditions in their world” at tremendous personal cost? Examining some of the physical, cultural, and spiritual challenges facing Budd as reflected in his journals from 1870 to 1875, there is evidence that his unwavering care for the people of his parish undergirded a life of incredible sacrifices and cultural bridge building.

**Budd’s Ties to Colonialism**

*Intolerance of the “Heathen”*

Budd’s rigorous education and his relatively early removal from his home community and traditional way of life in Norway House were likely strong contributors in his absorption of middle-class Victorian values at John West’s parochial school in the Red River Settlement, particularly towards his “heathen and uncivilized” brethren. Without knowledge of the saving redemption of Jesus Christ, the Indigenous people were, in Budd’s estimation, mired in “ignorance and destitute of the knowledge of the truth.” Shortly after his 1852 ordination as priest, Budd spearheaded a significant symbolic gesture whereby he and ten other men levered a large sacred boulder with a painted face into the river. That he personally identified more closely with his European supervisors is reflected by the troubling disconnect frequently recorded in his journals between himself and “the Indians.”

*Settling the People*

In addition to Budd’s intolerance towards indigenous traditional spiritualities and rituals, the Cree missionary may also be regarded as an accomplice to colonialism in his efforts to discourage the traditional nomadic lifestyle of hunting and gathering in favour of a more sedentary
agricultural way of life. A stationary population was obviously a benefit for missionaries and schoolmasters like Budd who operated from one primary base. In particular, Budd vocally opposed the annual fall goose hunt, which was highly significant for both physical and spiritual sustenance. Budd made no mention of Metawin or Grand Medicine Society’s associations with the goose hunt in his journals. However, he justified this shift to a more agricultural way of life in terms of alleviating winter starvation that he often worried about, especially when the fishing nets were empty during prolonged periods of cold in January and February: “There will always be this want of something to live on among these people, so long as they don’t farm more than they do, and don’t fish at the proper time. It is too much, they think, to leave the geese-hunt of which they are so fond in the beginning of October, or, the latter part of September and go out to the fish-hunt which is, after all, the most profitable hunt.”

Establishing Church Hierarchy

It may also be argued that the establishment of a church mission at Rivière du Pas enforced a European hierarchy upon the Indigenous people living there. Henry Budd scholar Katherine Pettipas observed that much of the initial resistance to Budd’s arrival in 1840 stemmed from fears that his leadership would supplant the traditional leaders:

This situation was not remedied until the summer of 1842 with the arrival of Reverend John Smithurst. Assured by the visiting priest that the missionaries did not intend to replace the “Chiefs” and that they “. . . have nothing to do with men in their civil capacity,” [Leader Joseph] Constant’s suspicions were allayed. Peace offerings of tobacco by Smithurst confirmed his good intentions to the leaders.

Pettipas later noted that the traditional leadership was reflected through the appointment of church wardens and the sexton, who “were chosen for their position and esteem among the converts.” At certain services, Budd would ask “one of the old men” to provide the concluding prayer before he gave the benediction. Moreover, as Budd gained the people’s confidence, he often facilitated gatherings to discuss community issues like agricultural plans. Therein lay Budd’s particular genius – skillfully intertwining European elements with traditional Cree culture to navigate intercultural turbulence.
Budd’s Cross-Cultural Bridge Building

Pastoral Compassion

Henry Budd’s evangelical passion for conversion and proselytization was definitely manifested in aggressive and arrogant intolerance towards Indigenous spiritualities. However, this same passion also fueled an unwavering commitment to serving his congregants – both Cree and European. In addition to conducting two hours of Sunday School followed by two daily Sunday services in Cree, Budd arranged to hold evening prayer meeting in English at the local HBC post, Fort Defiance. Budd commented, “I hope that this little Service may have its blessing; [f]or tho’ they attend the Indian Service sometimes, I have often been sorry to see them go without understanding any thing.”

During the week, Budd taught in the mission school from 9:00 to 12:30 daily, except when the village children were gone with their families to the traplines. Although he lamented the students’ lack of progress due to their lengthy absences, Budd never criticized their parents’ decisions. Commenting on a significantly empty school house, Budd wrote, “at this season of the year it must needs be so as long as the Indians have no better way of providing for themselves the necessities of life, than the old way of hunting furs &c.” In the classroom, Budd taught the English language to his upper-level students. However, as a fluent and eloquent Cree speaker, Budd first taught them how to read and write in their own language. Although children were exposed to much religious material on Sunday mornings, Budd also taught elementary skills such as reading, spelling, writing, and arithmetic. Furthermore, by giving students clothing and daily rations of fish, he was able to alleviate some of the people’s poverty.

Despite his busy daily schedule, Budd regularly made house calls to attend sick parishioners, comfort those who were grieving, and bring communion to the immobile. He also managed to attend to the spiritual needs of several mission outposts by semi-annual trips to Cumberland House, Nepowewin [Nipawin, Saskatchewan], and Moose Lake – routinely logging over 400 km of paddling or sledding every spring and fall.
In addition to covering his vast “parish,” Budd’s branches were bowed with the burdens of administrative responsibilities that ensured the physical survival of the mission and its people. January began with Budd feverishly writing letters, sometimes “all night,” to send with the winter mail or “packet” that conveyed letters upriver to Cumberland House and points west. He next focused on organizing the three winter haulages that were essential to survival: firewood and later picquets for livestock fences; whitefish from the Clearwater Lake fisheries located approximately 25 km north east of the mission; and hay. The winter hauling season was particularly unpredictable. Special ramps had to be built up to allow the horses and oxen to climb the riverbanks. Men sometimes had to “make the road . . . by tramping on the snow themselves,” and hauling had to be completed before either deep snowfalls or spring melting would exhaust the teams. By the third week of January, Budd began earnestly writing letters, reports, and his all-important mission journal for the return packet or “Express,” when the HBC mail returned eastward to collect letters bound for Norway House, the Red River Settlement, and York Factory/England.

In February and March, thoughts began to turn towards preparations for the coming farming season. The remaining potatoes and cellar needed to be cleaned, and ice had to be hauled for the cellar. Once the spring thaw arrived in April, winter gear – such as sleighs and harnesses – was cleaned and stored. Cattle were brought back from winter pasturage at the Whitefish River, the hay yard was cleaned, and new fencing was erected. In May, stones were removed from the fields, ploughing began, and gardens were manured. By mid-May, the mission gardens were planted with onions, carrots, cabbages, peas, and potatoes. This was followed by the sowing of barley and sometimes wheat. In early June, garden beds needed to be weeded and watered. At the end of July, hay was cut and then stacked for drying. Barley was harvested in mid-August; in September, fishermen were hired and nets were prepared for the fall fisheries, along with harvesting the potato crop. In October, the garden vegetables were picked, the school and outbuildings were freshly plastered to “secure from the frost,” and wood stoves were set up. By mid-October, the cattle house and stable were “put right for the winter,” manure was carted to the fields for use the following spring, and fall fishing continued. In November, cattle, oxen, and pigs were butchered for
the winter’s meat supply, and firewood had to be cut. Firewood hauling could take up to three weeks and stretch into mid-December. This was soon followed by a week of hauling hay. After the busy Advent and Christmas liturgical seasons, a meeting was conducted in which the men planned their annual woodcutting, construction, and seeding. And then the whole administrative “Red River jig” began its intricate twirl for another year. Faced with this daily survival work, how Budd found time for his full-time job of minister/school master is indeed a marvel.

Community Preservation and Strengthening

Budd’s generosity in supplying food to community members during times of winter scarcity has already been mentioned. He also supported and gave supplies to those headed out on the trapline, such as reading material, medicine, and twine. In the community, Budd shared his horses and oxen to help with people’s winter hauling once the mission’s needs were taken care of. Ultimately, his greatest contribution to food came from his constant encouragement to supplement hunting with fishing and agricultural practices. As he watched the villagers preparing for seeding one spring, Budd reflected upon the would-be surprise of past European missionaries: “‘A pretty sight’ I repeat; to see them working at the soil, when I had almost despaired of ever seeing them to do so. I am sure, my predecessors at this Mission, never expected that the Indian here could be induced to trouble the soil.” This statement testifies to Budd’s persistence and personal influence among the people.

In addition to physical survival, Budd was also concerned for the moral health of the community. He strongly encouraged the people to repay their loans to the Hudson’s Bay Company. As well, he fiercely opposed the use of “spiritous Liquor for traf[fi]c among our Indians,” noting that it had “quite ruined the Moose Lake Indians [. . .]” Although he emphasized the importance of church meetings, Budd was also aware of the vitality of simply gathering people together. This desire for community building was expressed in a journal entry during the fall feast following the duck and goose hunt:

Oct. 20, [1871]: The Indians all joined to have a dinner together today. They have brought their hunt [to] each family and [are] cooking it in their own homes, and then bringing it all cooked to the Large spacious School room. All joined together men, women, and children, and the Gentlemen of Fort Defiance and their people. There
was a good deal of Brotherly feeling which I like to see exist among all our people.\textsuperscript{83}

It is significant to underline that all Anglicans, regardless of ethnicity, were equally “our people” in the eyes of their dedicated pastor.

Although he was not formally trained in medicine, Budd attempted to care for people’s physical ailments, setting broken bones and even organizing community vaccinations.\textsuperscript{84} While Budd relied upon Western medicines, he did not disparage Indigenous medicines. When his old cook Mary experienced prolonged urinary discomfort even after he administered a “dose or two of nitre,” he allowed someone to give her “a dose of Indian medicine.” When she began to recover, Budd continued praying for her, and “asked the Lord to accept our thanks for his mercies towards us.”\textsuperscript{85}

Finally, it is important to note how Budd’s individual and community accomplishments largely occurred without the assistance of his most able-bodied men. Men were gone during the autumn goose and muskrat hunt,\textsuperscript{86} the fishing seasons,\textsuperscript{87} the winter trapping season,\textsuperscript{88} the maple sugar season,\textsuperscript{89} and the three-month “commute” of the York boat brigade season.\textsuperscript{90} Although he typically relied on women and children to help with agricultural duties, there were times when they would leave the village for “berry hunting and fishing.”\textsuperscript{91} Regardless of available workforce, Budd always had to navigate a severe spectrum of weather – droughts, storms,\textsuperscript{92} or floods in spring/summer,\textsuperscript{93} blizzards in winter,\textsuperscript{94} and the notorious ‘in-between’ seasons which restricted transportation and net fishing on the waterways: “Always the worst time of the season to get any work done between summer & winter. There is no boating or sleighing.”\textsuperscript{95}

On 19 March 1875, Budd recorded his final journal entry: “The wind has been south all the day. I hope it may soon bring the warm weather.”\textsuperscript{96} The entry shone with his trademark concern for the wellbeing of his people, suffering from “scarce” fishing while desperately awaiting the muskrat hunt. He met with a recently married couple who both sought to become communicants. And there the undulating rivers of Budd’s pen stopped. On Easter Sunday 1875, Budd conducted Holy Communion services before he had completely recovered from influenza.\textsuperscript{97} On 2 April, the following Friday, after stretching out his arms one last time to his beloved daughter as he lay in bed, Rev. Henry Budd, Sr. “passed quietly away in the presence of his daughter, Mrs. Cochrane,”\textsuperscript{98} around the age of sixty-one.\textsuperscript{99} Although he was named after an English vicar, Sakachu
wescam more than embodied his traditional name, valiantly struggling against currents and embarking on “all up-hill work”\textsuperscript{100} in his unrelenting dedication to his people, his church, and his God.

\textbf{Conclusion}

During his thirty-five-year ministry in what would become Northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan, Rev. Henry Budd, Sr. exerted an immeasurable impact on the Indigenous people. On the one hand, he functioned as an agent of colonialism, particularly with regards to opposing traditional Indigenous spiritual beliefs and practices, and advocating a shift from nomadic hunting and gathering to settled agricultural livelihoods. He also ensured that the Anglican Church became a hub for spiritual and civil life in the region. On the other hand, Budd understood and appreciated other facets of Cree culture: lay leaders were chosen from recognized elders in the community; the school did not substitute English for Cree, but first taught all children how to read and write in their own language. Budd also taught educational skills that would assist the Cree people in navigating the complex socio-economic changes in the wake of European contact and life along a major fur trade artery. Though he questioned the viability of the autumn hunt, he supported the people’s continued participation while supplying food and supplies to ease suffering during the winter. Moreover, he provided spiritual, educational, medical, pharmaceutical, and civil planning services to people scattered over a broad area in an often harsh and unforgiving landscape hundreds of kilometers away from the support and resources of his supervisors in the Red River Settlement.

Although no longer a Eurocentric narrative of the triumphs of Anglican missions and European civilization, the story of Henry Budd Sr. illustrates the compassion, dedication, bridge building, and inter-cultural cooperation that can flow when organized religion overflows the entrenched banks of racism, privilege, and self-centeredness. Would that his example was heeded in the later eras of the Residential School and religious attempts at cultural genocide. As we consider religion’s future upon the 150\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of Canada – incidentally, Devon Mission is celebrating its 177\textsuperscript{th} anniversary this year – and as we seek retellings and new tellings of religious narratives in Canada’s diverse history, there are still lessons to discover from the budding bridge-building genius of Rev. Henry Budd, Sr.
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86. Men left for the fall muskrat hunt on 13 November 1871 (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 76); he noted that men were gone on the goose hunt on 14-25 October 1873 (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 146-47).

87. Budd noted that the men headed to the Clear Water Lake fisheries by 21 February and would “not be back till late in the month of April” (Entry recorded 21 February 1870, Pettipas, 8).

88. In 1870, families left for muskrat hunting on 14 March and returned by 23 April (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 15).

89. Maple sugar was harvested upstream at Birch River (Entries recorded 23-30 April 1871, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 66-7).

90. The men left on 19 June and returned on 9 September 1873 (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 134, 142). The men were gone from 20 June and back by 19 September 1874 (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 167-73). Budd noted, “In one short day we are left nearly all alone excepting the families of the men. Not many men left to do any work in the course of the summer” (Entry recorded 19 June 1873, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 135). This did, however, mean that school attendance remained fairly high in the summer months.


92. On 22 July 1873, Budd reported, “It is really a great wonder that the church Tower and Steeple have survived such a storm. Many a Canoe no doubt is smashed, and all our nets are I am afraid lost” (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 138). Gale winds blew down Budd’s flagstaff and removed part of the graveyard picquets and school fencing on 4-5 July 1874; he also feared for the church steeple in the “hurricane” (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 169).

93. Budd noted that heavy spring rains in 1872 contributed to the flooding of hay fields (Entry recorded 18 June 1872, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 99), the rotting of potato crops (Entry recorded 26 June 1872, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 100), and wheat (Entry recorded 4 July 1872, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 101). He had trouble tending the school after the Saskatchewan River covered the footbridge leading to Mission Island on 30 June 1873 (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 109).
94. He reported the coldest camping of his 30-plus years of ministry on 16 December 1872, en route to Cumberland House: “Another such night and I am done for, I could not survive it” (Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 118).

95. Entry recorded 24 October 1870, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 45. On Easter weekend, 1871, Budd noted, “More arrivals of Indians for Easter. Many of them have come from a long way off, through all the cold snow and mud and water up to their knees; I wonder it does not prove their death!” (Entry recorded 8 April 1871, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 63).


98. “Stephens Speaks,” 1. His daughter, Elizabeth Cochrane, later described his final hours: “[I]n listening I caught the words ‘Abide with Me’ & and Rock of Ages. His mind (terried?) on holy things for he mummered words in Indian from God’s word, but when he would be awake he was just himself, two hours after he went to bed, he breathed his last, so quietly without a groan, but just held out his arms, and when I asked what he wanted he opened his eyes with a smile and looked at me, closed them again and just ceased to breathe quietly” (Letter recorded 4 June 1875, Mrs. Henry Cochrane, CMS/A101, Archives of Manitoba, Winnipeg).


100. Entry recorded 30 April 1870, Pettipas, *Henry Budd*, 17.